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An Examination of Control Mechanisms 
in Organizations with Ill-Defined 
Technology and Output 
K.]. Euske 
Introduction 
AN implicit assumption underlying incentive compensa-
tion systems is that the systems' performance measures should relate 
to desired or successful outcomes for the organization. The predomi-
nant view is that efficiency is, or at least should be, the underlying 
metric for decisions on resource allocation and that control systems 
should be designed to promote efficiency. It is not clear, however, 
that all organizations use the efficiency criterion or that it explains 
behavior within all organizations. At least some organizations adopt 
control systems for reasons other than efficiency (Tolbert and Zucker, 
1983 ). Some control systems may have a symbolic role (Meyer and 
Rowan, 1977). 
A number of researchers have investigated symbolic and other 
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uses for control systems (e.g., Ansari and Euske, 1987; Boland and 
Pondy, 1983; Burchell et al., 1980; Covaleski and Dirsmith, 1983; 
Covaleski and Dirsmith, 1988), but the influence of a role other than 
efficiency for the control system is not always well understood or 
described. Yet an organization's performance depends on its ability 
to control the use of resources available to it; understanding how the 
resource control system relates to organizational performance is an 
important element in creating incentive systems. Assuming that the 
relationship promotes efficiency even though it does not could lead 
us to reward efficiency, which here could be detrimental to the organi-
zation. The work described in this chapter is meant to help us under-
stand how the control system performs. 
In organizations whose technology and output are ill-defined, the 
control of resources is understood, with few exceptions, less well than 
organizations with well-defined technology and output (Anthony, 
Dearden, and Bedford, 1989). For this discussion, the distinction 
between well- and ill-defined technology is defined by the degree to 
which the means to achieve a specific end or output can be specified. 
Levitt and Nass ( 1989) define the concept as "ambiguous technology." 
The ambiguity derives from "unclear connections between means and 
ends" (Levitt and Nass, 1989, p. 193). Not only can clarity be lacking 
in the connections between means and ends, but identifying, measur-
ing, or evaluating the entity's output can also be difficult; that is, we 
may consider the output ill-defined. 
The output distinction is similar to that made by Ackroyd, 
Hughes, and Soothill (1989) between services and manufactured 
goods. They argue that the difference "might be expressed by saying 
that the utility of a service is intrinsic to the relationship of provision, 
whilst the utility of a good is intrinsic to the object sold" (p. 607). So 
too with ill-defined output: the utility of the output is intrinsic to, or 
at least highly dependent on, how the receiver perceives the service. 
Such technology and output are so strongly stressed in our society 
(see Heskett, 1986) that we need to systematically understand how 
resources are controlled in organizations that subsist in environments 
with ill-defined technology and output. 
We focus this study on organizations with ill-defined technology 
and output, analyzing three aspects of the organizations. 
• the organization's profit orientation (is it organized for profit or 
not?)1 
• source of funding (single or multiple) 
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• proximity of activities to the organization's core transformation 
process 
We discuss the reasons for including these variables below. 
The institutional model (e.g., Meyer and Rowan, 1977) and the 
technical-rational model (e.g., Thompson, 1967) of organizations sug-
gest that resources in environments with ill-defined technology are 
differently controlled in the profit and nonprofit sectors. Further-
more, the control of resources may also be influenced by their 
source-that is, whether those resources are from one relatively sig-
nificant source or from a broad base of clients or customers (Euske 
and Euske, 1991). The models indicate that control systems in a 
client-funded profit organization should be designed for efficiency; 
the control systems in the nonprofit organization with one source of 
funding (sometimes referred to as block funding) should be configured 
to maintain the organization's legitimacy. The control systems differ 
because success in the respective environments is evaluated from fun-
damentally different perspectives (Meyer, Scott, and Deal, 1983). 
Another way of looking at the distinction is that in the two types of 
organizations rationality serves different purposes. In the nonprofit 
organization, rationality is called upon primarily to project an image 
of legitimacy to the organization's publics (Meyer and Rowan, 1977). 
In the profit organization, rationality is used primarily to discover 
ways of becoming more efficient (Thompson, 1967). Although the 
theory suggests that both profit and nonprofit organizations with cli-
ent or block funding, employing the same technology (such as child 
care organizations), should control their resources differently, 
whether they do so is not clear. For instance, Macintosh, Moore, 
and Williams (undated) found that lower-level managers in nonprofit 
public sector organizations use budget information for technical and 
rational decision making. A cover story in Business Week ("Learning," 
1990) indicated that nonprofit organizations combine efficiency and 
legitimizing techniques. 
The apparent inconsistencies may in part be explicable by the 
focus chosen for previous research. Demonstrating that control sys-
tems are used for various purposes and that organizations adopt con-
trol systems for reasons other than efficiency, such research has been 
focused on the institutional level (Macintosh, Moore, and Williams, 
undated). Hofstede (I 981 ), examining systems within the organiza-
tion, argued that the range of processes in nonprofit organizations 
requires a variety of control methods. The need for such variety can 
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be viewed in terms of the internally rational efficiency focus of the 
technical-rational model and the externally rational legitimizing focus 
of the institutional model. The more proximate the control activity 
or process is to the organization's core transformation process (i.e., 
core technology), the more likely it is to be directed toward internal 
efficiency. Control processes peripheral to the core transformation 
function are more likely to have an external legitimizing focus (Meyer 
and Rowan, 1977). The questions here are: What occurs at the organi-
zational level? Do profit and nonprofit organizations adopt different 
control systems? Are the control systems used for different purposes 
at different levels in the organization? Are the control mechanisms in 
these two types of organizations essentially the same or different? 
Research Method 
Designing the Research and Selecting the Sample 
To investigate the variables for this study, we adopted a multiorgani-
zation and multisector design. The sample was selected with two 
major objectives. First, the variables had to be readily available for 
investigation (Glaser and Strauss, 1970) because our goal was to iden-
tify properties of the control systems and suggest possible relation-
ships within organizations,· which are not well understood. 2 Second, 
the results, taken collectively, would provide information on the vari-
ables. 
The sample was drawn from two service industries. One indus-
try provides information on the distinction between profit and non-
profit and funding. The other industry provides information on the 
distinction between profit and nonprofit and effects of the core pro-
cesses of the organization's transformation function. The profit-
nonprofit distinction is relatively clear in the United States. The fund-
ing distinction, though conceptually simple, tends in practice to be a 
continuum from one source of funding to a large number of sources. 
To clarify the profit-nonprofit distinction and the extent of fund-
ing, we sought an industry that included (l) ill-defined technology and 
output, (2) profit and nonprofit organizations, and (3) client-funded 
organizations and organizations with one or relatively few sources of 
funding. The child care industry met these criteria. "Good care" and 
the means for achieving such care are poorly defined and hard to 
measure. Relatively clear indicators of care are expected by par-
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ents-clean facilities, accepted staff-to-child ratios, children who do 
not appear to be mistreated-but beyond such obvious measures, 
good and appropriate care is difficult to define and measure (Kamer-
man, 1986; Patten, 1986). Also, the child care industry has both profit 
and nonprofit organizations. (Adams, 1986; "America's Child," 1989; 
"Early," 1990). Thus the industry can provide information about the 
effects of funding and profit orientation on the control of resources. 
To capture the profit-nonprofit distinction and the effects of the 
core processes in the transformation function, we sought a second 
industry that would include (l) ill-defined technology and output, as 
with child care, (2) profit and nonprofit organizations, (3) single-
source funding, and (4) departments or parts of the organization t~at 
would specialize in various aspects of the core processes. The special-
ization was seen as a way to help ensure that proximity to the core 
processes of the organization would be identifiable and variable. The 
fire protection industry met these criteria. "Good fire protection" indi-
cates neither specific means nor outputs. Elements of it, however, 
have well-specified means-ends relationships such as using specific 
compounds for extinguishing particular types of fires. Fire depart-
ments have staff and departments specializing in various elements of 
fire protection. These organizations, along with the child care centers, 
should provide information on the relation between the core transfor-
mation processes and the control system. 
Although both industries had ill-defined technology and output, 
fire protection would probably be considered to have the better-
defined technology and output. Fire departments' success in saving 
structures can be evaluated routinely, albeit informally, by passersby. 
Evaluations of child care services are more difficult because the output 
takes longer and is influenced by confounding factors such. as fam~ly 
life. Thus the degree to which technology can be considered d~­
defined does vary with the industries. Exhibit 9-1 presents the vari-
ables for which the sample could provide data. 
Research Sites 
Ten organizations were included in the s~udy: eight child-~ar.e centers 
and two fire departments. 3 Exhibit 9-2 gives the characteri~tics of the 
child care centers. Two centers (A and B) were profit oriented and 
totally funded by clients; two (C and D) were nonprofi~ and client-
funded with rent-free facilities provided by the sponsormg (or host) 
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Exhibit 9-2 Characteristics of Child Care Centers 
Sponsor- Potential and 
Funding Funded .\ctual 
Center Orientation Source Facilities Enrollment 
A Profit Client ;-\o 20/20 
B Profit Client ;\;o 36/36 
c Nonprofit Client Yes• 36/25 
D Nonprofit Client Yes 54/45 
E Nonprofit Client 85% Yes 48/48 
Block 15% 
F Nonprofit Client 80% Yes" 37/37 
Block 20% 
G Nonprofit Client 50% Yes 75175 
Block 50% 
H Nonprofit Client 15%c ;\;o 156/156 
Block 85% 
'Cost of facilities was approximately 15% to 30% of a child care center's operating budget . 
bPart of block funding. 
<Clients = 10%; fund raisers and charities = 5%. 
organization; two (E and F) were nonprofit, client-funded, and re-
ceived less than 20% of their funding and subsidized rent from a 
sponsoring organization; two (G and H) were nonprofit and received 
at least one-half of their funding from the state. Child care center G 
received 50% of its funding from a state "latchkey" grant. Child care 
center H received 85% of its funding from the state. 
Exhibit 9-3 presents characteristics of the two fire departments. 
Fire department A was part of an employee-owned company, corpo-
ration A, which employed about 1,800 people and provided fire, am-
bulance, health care, and related services in six states. It supplied 
contract fire service to the city of Glencoe, 4 with a population of 
approximately 125,000 people in a 182-square-mile area. The city 
was a bedroom community for a larger, growing community. Fire 
department A provided this service with 84 staff and firefighting per-
sonnel. Glencoe provided 40 paid reserves. The city's 1989-1990 fire 
department budget was $4. 9 million, $4.4 million of which went to 
corporation A. The other $0.5 million supported the city staff who 
monitored the contract and the 40 paid reserve staff who were em-
ployed by the city. 
Fire department A was located in the same community as the 
corporate headquarters and was in many ways an extension of the 
headquarters. This connection provided a benefit for gathering data: 
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Cost per capita 
Cost per square mile 
Fire loss per capita 
A\'erage response time 
(minutes) 
Fire Department .-\ 
Profit 
126,000 
182. 5 square miles 
84 full-time 
40 paid reser\'es 
124 total 
$4.4 million direct 
$0.5 million indirect 





Fire Department B 
:'\on profit 
102,000 
5 2. 7 square miles 
98 full-time 





the proximity of headquarters provided direct access to information 
on how the compa~y handle~ the profit motive. The relationship did, 
however, make It ~1~ficult to identify if fire department programs and 
procedures had originated at corporate headquarters rather than fire 
department A. · 
Fi_re departme~t B was a public fire department serving Joplin, 
a farmm~ community with a population of about 102,000 in a 52. 7-
square-mile area. It provided this service with 98 staff and firefighting 
personnel. The 1988-1989 fire department budget was $5. 6 million. 
Data 
T~is study used two main sources of data. Interviews were conducted 
with members of each of the organizations included in the study. The 
purpose was to obtain a description of how resources were controlled 
and of the core transformation processes. The interviews were semi-
structur~d; the J?rotocol that s.erved as a general guide is given in 
Ap~end1x ~· With one exception, at least two individuals were in-
terviewed m each ~rg~n.ization. In the one organization with a staff 
o_f three, onl.Y ~n~ md1v.1dual was interviewed. Appendix B lists the 
titles of the md1v1duals mterviewed. The interviews lasted from two 
to four hours and were conducted on-site at the organizations. In 
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addition to the formal interviews, informal conversations were held 
with other members or clients of most of the organizations. 
The second source of data was archival information obtained 
from the organizations and other sources. Whenever possible, archival 
data were gathered to corroborate the interview data. Appendix C 
provides examples of the types of documents reviewed. To help en-
sure accurate findings, drafts of this paper were sent to the participat-
ing organizations for critiques. 
In the following section we present our results from analyzing 
the interviews and inspecting the archival data for the child care cen-
ters and the fire departments in the study. In the last section we list 
our conclusions from the study. 
Analysis and Results 
Child Care 
Findings. First, we discuss the technology and output of the orga-
nizations, followed by two components of the resource control sys-
tem-budget and capacity utilization. 
State regulations influence the degree of standardization (such as 
staff-to-child ratios) among child care organizations. Except for child 
care center F, all the centers in this study had to pass regular state 
inspections to maintain their legal status to operate. Center F was 
federally operated and subsidized; thus it was not subject to state 
control, but had to adhere to federal guidelines. The federal govern-
ment sent inspectors annually to monitor center F's compliance with 
those guidelines. Center Falso followed state and National Associa-
tion for the Education of Young People guidelines to help ensure that 
it was providing "quality" child care. Each of the directors indicated 
that meeting the official requirements was necessary to operate. They 
suggested that meeting these requirements was primarily a way of 
providing an indication to the marketplace that basic care was pro-
vided. 
All the child care centers in this study attempted to present 
an image of professional caregivers with whom parents would feel 
comfortable leaving their children. "The image [center H] wants to 
present is that they care about children and the families, and they are 
accountable and credible." The director of center B said, "I want the 
public to think of [center B] as clean, quality day care." The image 
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was projected by state licensing, parent's handbooks or newsletters 
clean facilities with identifiable equipment for education and recre~ 
ation, organized and scheduled activities, and organizational goals 
emphasizing quality care. 
The direct~rs emp~asized that the ~rganization's most important 
role was to provide quality care to the children. The director of center 
A, a "d~~p-in;; center in a s?opping mall •. expressed the importance 
of prov1dmg a safe and en1oyable experience for each child while 
they a~e at ou~ .center." Although the director of center B emphasized 
fina?c1al stability and stressed operating at capacity, she stated, "I 
don t cut corners on quality." 
The emphasis on quality permeated the organizations. Although 
pe.rsonnel had to meet credential requirements, all the directors saw 
this as a necessary but not the "real" measure for evaluating new 
employees. ~hen asked to list the most important factors in hiring 
staff, each. d1rector stated the need to have a sense or a feeling that 
the potential employee cared about providing quality care. The direc-
tor of center A said, "I'm looking for a nurturing person"-that is, 
someone who had "the ability to respond well to children and make 
them feel good about themselves." The director of center C stated 
that she wanted individuals who cared about "maintaining kids' self-
esteem" and who had the "right personality and [would] react well to 
kids." 
. Even though quality care was generally discussed in terms of the 
children's ~ell-being,. the definition of the desired effect or output of 
the care v~ned. Quah~y .care for. the drop-in center meant "providing 
parents with a baby-s1ttmg service that they could feel secure with." 
For centers C and 0, quality care was defined as providing religious 
exposure: Cent~r F de~ned quality care as "providing physical and 
mental st1mulat1on, social contacts, and trustful relationships." Center 
H define~ quality care as availability and affordability while meeting 
commun.tty needs. I~ ~ome o~ the organizations, quality care was 
closely ~1ed to the relig10us beliefs of the sponsoring organization; in 
others, tt was focused more on maintaining the child's sense of value 
and self-worth. 
Differences we~e. ob~erved in the control of resources, particu-
larly budgets and ut1hzatton of capacity. Exhibit 9-4 identifies use of 
budgets at each of the child care centers. All the nonprofit centers (C 
through H) prepared budgets to meet legal or organizational require-
ments. The di.rectors di~cussed the importance of the budget as a way 
of demonstratmg to a higher-level body that the child care operation 
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Budget Used for 
Basic analysis of profitability to identify 
the organization's financial position. 
No formal budget; the director-owner 
used the annual financial statements to 
determine tuition and salaries. 
Required by the church child care com-
mittee to keep them advised of the 
center's financial health; to monitor the 
director's stewardship.• 
Required by the church board of direc-
tors to keep them advised of the cen-
ter's financial health; to monitor the di-
rector's stewardship. 
Required by the board of directors to 
keep them advised of the organization's 
financial health. 
To fulfill agency requirements; to iden-
tify the center's financial position. 
To fulfill state requirement; center modi-
fied daily operations and expenditures 
based on financial position. 
To fulfill state requirement; to identify 
the organization's financial position to 
avoid funding shortfalls. 
Budget C.:sed by 
Owner 
Director-owner 
Director; church child care 
committee 
Director; church board of 
directors 
Director; board of directors 
Director; director's superior 
Director; assistant director; 
director's superior 
Director; board of directors 
' Stewardship was defined as the responsibility the board of directors ga\'e to the director to 
spend the organization's funds in an appropriate manner. 
was using its resources appropriately. Little difference appeared be-
tween client-funded nonprofit centers (with facilities provided) and 
those with one source providing most of the funds. At centers G and 
H, the two larger nonprofit centers, the budget was actively used as 
a management tool. At center H, monthly variance reviews were 
conducted and the results were reported to the board. At center G, 
the budget was used for daily operating decisions. The specific use 
of the budget in these organizations appeared to be a function of the 
size of the organizations (that is, size is a confounding factor for these 
two organizations). 
At the two profit centers, budgets were used to control the orga-
nization's internal functions, not to satisfy a legal or organizational 
requirement. Center A prepared a formal budget. Center B used the 
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previous year's financial statements, matched with current revenues 
and expenses, as a budget "proxy." The owner prepared these bud-
gets as internal management tools. 
. Except f~r center G, detailed knowledge of the budget or use of 
its contents did not extend below the level of the director at any of t~e child care centers in this study. Center G (nonprofit, block and 
chem funding) was the only organization in which the assistant direc-
tor was more than casually familiar with the budget. The director 
was t~aching the assistant director to use the budget for planning 
operations. Although the assistant director said she "did not know a 
lot about the budget process," she did say she used the budget to 
help plan her daily activities. In discussing the budget she said, "For 
example, if funds are tight, I will substitute graham crackers for muf-
fins as a snack in order to save money." Even those assistant directors 
who had major responsibility for daily operations were but vaguely 
familiar with the budget. 
Control over budget information does not necessarily mean that 
the s.taff of the organizations were unaware of the organization's fi-
nancial .s~atus. At center .B. the assistant director participated in an-
nual tmt1on and salary discussions. The owner of center A said she 
did not believe the director used the budget as a management tool; 
the owner said her directions to the director were to "buy whatever 
you need." The director said, however, "I know how the budget is 
doing-what's coming in. So I spend based upon that." The center 
E director said, "We consider the budget really important." The cen-
ter E staff member interviewed said she did not know how the execu-
tive .director decided "who gets what." From the staff member's point 
of view, however, the system provided needed items: "[The director] 
has never failed to get me something I needed. I've never had to ask 
more than onc.e." The organizations' relatively small size appeared 
to allo~ the ?irectors to allocate and control resources informally, 
rendering unimportant specific knowledge of the budget at lower levels. 
Child care centers that received some form of block funding had 
more formal .bud~et processes than the other centers. Formal proce-du~es were 1den~1fied . as those having such characteristics as pre-
scribed cost relat1onsh1ps, standardized forms, specified time sched-
ules, and w~ll-defined committee structures. The process in centers 
C and D (chem funding and facilities provided) was more informal 
than in centers E through H (client and block funding). Because cen-
ters G and H were two to three times larger than centers C and D, 
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the differences in formality could, in part, be a function of size. 
Centers E and F, however, were about the same size as centers C and 
D, and yet they had the more formal systems .. 
Utilization of capacity differed among the child care centers. The 
owners of the profit centers in the study viewed enroll~ent as a .key 
to survival. The director-owner of center B (profit, chent funding) 
stated that full-capacity enrollment (as determined .by the s.tate) was 
critical to the success of a child care center. According to this owner-
director, "A lovely, quality day care center is nice, but if it is op-
erating below capacity, it won't survive.". . . . .. 
The directors of centers C and D (chem funding with fac1ht~es 
provided by the sponsoring c~urc~es) cared less abo~~ full capac~ty 
than about ideology. Center C s pohcy statement read, }'he ob~ect1ve 
of [center C] is to teach the children the concept of God'. The d1~ec~or 
of center D stated that a goal of the center was to "provide a Chnst1an 
ministry for preschool children." The Parent's Handbook for center D 
stated that the organization's objective was "to teach the concepts of 
God . . . and how these concepts relate to everyday living." The 
directors at both these centers indicated that they intentionally oper-
ated below the state-authorized capacities. The director of center D 
stated that this decision "provides better-quality se~vice and a more 
relaxed atmosphere." That is not to say that the ?1rectors were un-
aware of the effects of varying enrollment. The director of center C 
said, 
If we have 15 paying regularly, then we meet expenses for a director and a 
teacher's aide. If we get 20, we can pay for an additional teacher too. If we 
go more than 25, I'd have to buy more equipment and it ~ould be too 
crowded. The state thinks we have adequate space for 36. With that many 
children, it gets too wild; 20 is perfect. 
The remaining child care centers (E through ~), whic~ received 
some form of block funding, operated at full capacity, as did centers 
A and B. The staff at centers E through H, however, expressed 
different reasons for operating at capacity from the staff at cen.ters A 
and B. Centers E through H existed (and received block fu~~ing) to 
provide services to the members of their supporting communities. For 
centers E and F, the communities consisted of "employees',' of the 
sponsoring organization. For centers G and H, the community con-
sisted of the taxpayers who ultimately provided the block funding ~or 
the centers. Both centers G and H were part of state-funded social 
programs to provide care for children. Attendance records for centers 
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G. and H were reviewed by its funding source to validate remuner-
at10n. 
. The decision on how many children to enroll at a center varied 
with the type of center and its source of funds. The profit, client-
funded centers used an efficiency metric to determine their enroll-
m~nt. The nonprofit, client-funded centers that had a religious orien-
tation operated at ~ess than capacity, expecting that their clients p~eferred smaller child care centers for their children. The nonprofit, che~~- and block-funded centers appeared to base their enrollment 
dec1s1ons on ~he sponso~s' expectation that the centers would provide 
as m~ch s~rv1ce as. po~s1ble for t?e block funding provided. Each of 
the e1~ht d1r~ctors md1cated that 1t had a waiting list of clients for the 
center s services. 
Discussion 
The findings are ~en~rally consistent with the theoretical predictions. 
The. profit orgamzat10ns approached the budget from an internal-
effic1ency focus. The owners developed the budget primarily for their 
own use to help ensure survival for the organization. The directors 
of the profit centers described the budget as a major internal manage-
ment tool. For each of the nonprofit organizations, the budget had an 
exte~nal foc~s. The nonprofit direc~ors recognized that the budget ~ad mternal importance but. emphasize~ the external reporting func-
tion. The budget was. a vehicle ~y which the nonprofit organization 
could demonstrate to its sponsormg or funding organization that re-
sources were being used appropriately. At the two larger child care 
centers (G and H), the budget's internal importance for management 
control was more visible than in the small centers. 
A_Jthoug~ the int~rnal (efficiency) versus the external (legitimacy) 
focus. is cons1~tent with the technical-rational and institutional per-
spect1~es,. notice t~at only the nonprofit centers had a superordinate 
orgamzat1on to which reporting was required. The boards of directors 
for the profit organizations were described by the directors (that is 
t?e man~gers) as legal requirements and not policy-making or control~ 
ling ~1~s. M~re active boards of directors for the profit-making 
orga~1zat1o~s might create a more external focus for budgetary re-
ponmg, as m the nonprofit organizations. 
. The budget processes of the organizations receiving block fund-
mg were more formal than those of the other nonprofit organizations 
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or of the profit-making organizations. The formalizatio? could b~ a 
function of the budget's importance as a source of fundmg. That 1s, 
the budget not only served as an internal manage~ent tool an~ ~eans 
for providing stewardship information to superordmate orgamzat1~ns, 
it was also a means for generating resources to operat~ th~ orgamz~­
tion. This formalization can be seen as a way of becommg 1somorph1c 
with key elements in the environment to ensure survival (DiMaggio 
and Powell, 1983; Scott, 1987). In any case, each organization used 
the budget as an internal management tool, but the intensity of use 
varied. 
Although all the organizations could be ~escri~ed as staff~d by 
"caring individuals" and quality of care ~as highly 1mpor~ant m all, 
utilization of capacity was driven by different needs. l he profit-
making organizations used an efficiency metric to evaluate. how .t?ey 
utilized capacity. The church-affiliated centers used capacity utiliza-
tion to demonstrate that quality care was being provided. From an-
other point of view, maintenance of excess capacity by centers C and 
D could be considered a way of "paying the rent." That is, the excess 
capacity showed the sponsoring church that a unique quality of care 
was being offered. . . 
Organizations receiving block fundmg all ran at maximum capac-
ity. The directors said the reason was th~ community's great ~ee~ for 
their services. The need justified the existence of these orgamzat1ons 
to the funding sources. Also, running at less than capacity might 
suggest to the funding sources that the funds provided could be better 
used in other programs. 
This use of capacity raises questions about performance measure-
ment within the different organizations. If an efficiency metric were 
used in the two church-sponsored child care centers, they would be 
relatively inefficient in their utilization of capacity. If the manag~rs 
were to run the organizations "efficiently," however, the rent subsid-
ies might well be lost. Although the managers would then have been 
efficient in the short run, long-run efficacy probably would have been 
sacrificed. Incentive compensation plans tied to the "efficient" use of 
resources would probably be detrimental to the organizations. 
Finally, although the centers were in general "doing the. sa.me 
thing" (that is, providing quality child care) an~. focuse.d o~ s~~Ilar 
characteristics of the child care process (such as hmng carmg md1v1du-
als) the centers identified the product or output differently (such as 
babysitting, Christian ministry, and physical .and mental stim~lat~on). 
In summary, the findings from the child care centers md1cate 
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~hat, although the_ c~nters differed in size and funding, all focused 
mt~rnally on providmg the highest quality of care they could with 
their resources. The degree of use of the budgets varied with the 
center's size and profit orientation; nevertheless, all the organizations 
us~d the budget. The internal and external budget orientation of the 
child care centers was congruent with predictions made by the 
technical-rational and institutional theories . 
Fire Protection 
F'_in~ings. We follow_ a brief introduction to the industry with a 
description of the organizations and kev elements of the core tech-
nology. · 
Community fire prote.ction service normally is provided by local 
governmen~s . A community fire-protection organization can be all 
vol~nteer, it mar be full~ paid, or it may combine the two. The 
choice normally· is a functton of the community's resources . 
~olu~teer d~partments are normally located in sparsely populated areas with 
httle mdust_nal base; as wealth in the community increases, one would expect 
some full-time personnel to be employed. The addition of some full-time 
employees has a di:e~t payoff to the community in terms of faster response 
to a fire, better trammg of the volunteers, and perhaps lower fire insurance 
premiums. (Ahlbrandt, 1973, p' 18) 
The .United States has only about a dozen private fire depart-
ments ~Gilman, 1979, p. 23). Their use generally arises from a need 
not be~n~ served by. local ~overnment. Private fire departments sell 
subscriptions for thelf services to individuals . As communities grow, 
the local g~vernme_nts often assume the responsibility of providing 
fire protection, which usually eliminates the private firms. In a few 
cases, contracting with a private firm to provide the service has be-
come _an alternative for local governments. A local government can 
negotiate a contract that allows it to purchase specific services that 
reflect the community's desires. The fire stations and capital equip-
ment can be owned by the local government, later allowing it to 
chan~e contractors or organize a public fire department more readily 
than if the contractor owned the assets (Ahlbrandt, 197 3; Institute 
for Local Self-Government, 1977; Gilman, 1979). 
The fire d_epartments i~ t~is study were similar in many ways. 
Both we~e. dedicated to providing professional fire protection to their 
communities. Both received funding from one source. Both had tradi-
tional hierarchic organizations, with similar chains of ~o~mand (e.g., 
chief assistant chief district chiefs). Both used the mmimum accept-
able ~anning for th~ fire equipment as defined by ~he _Natio~al Fire 
Protection Association. The managers in both organizat10ns said tech-
nical training was essential to successfully accomplish the organiza-
tions' mission. Both had mid-level managers who tracked state-
required training. . 
Differences were observed, however. Although both organiza-
tions had efficient and well-documented programs to ensure appro-
priate training, upper managements' views of the programs differed . 
Both organizations presented three reasons for the program: 
1. To have appropriately trained firefighters for the community. 
2. To demonstrate to the city government that the organization 
was qualified to do its job. 
3. To make firefighters more efficient at their tasks. 
The interviewees at fire department B (nonprofit) emphasized the first 
two reasons. The interviewees at fire department A (profit) empha-
sized the third. The interviewees at fire department A described train-
ing as a way of decreasing staff by "overtraining" i~dividua~s, thereby 
providing a specified level of cov~rage mor~ e~ficiently. ~ire depa~t­
ment A was part of a profit-makmg organization. The view consis-
tently expressed there was that the organization was in the business 
to make a profit. Profit would be generated by providing better servi~e 
more inexpensively than public sector fire departments .w~uld. _In. its 
publications, fire department A p~esented _assorte.d statl~tics, simi~ar 
to those in Exhibit 9-3, documentmg that it provided higher-quahty 
fire protection at lower cost than other municipalities . In one publica-
tion, the fire chief was quoted as saying, "In order to succeed, we 
have to be better than public sector fire service, and [Glencoe] al~ow~ 
us to do that by exploring new, improved methods and technologies. 
[emphasis in the original] 
Although Glencoe was proud of its relationship with fire depart-
ment A, threats to the relationship were evident. A recent _example 
involved an effort by the larger neighboring community to .ue all the 
communities in the area together under a common 911 dispatcher. 
Fire department A chose not to join. Critics of fire department ~ 
argued that this move was an example of the isolation ~lenco_e experi-
enced from common emergency services because of its private fire 
department. Fire department A's rebuttal was: 
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[Glencoe] does have.m~tual aid on the same basis as any other [local] city. In 
fac~, under the existing ~ut~al aid. system, [fire department A] pro\'ides 
assistance more often outside its service area than it recei\•es assistance from 
other fire de.partments. And [Glencoe] isn't part of the [larger community's]-
c~ntr~ll~d dispa.tch ~ystem for t~e same. reason [another neighboring commu-
nity] isn t. Havmg its o':"n dedicated dispatch system gives [fire department 
A] more control and quicker response." [emphasis in the original] 
Fire department B, on the .other hand, was a part of the Joplin 
goveri:mental s~ructu.re. Replacing fire department B simply did not 
enter mto the discussions. For the fire department to continue receiv-
ing a "fair share" of the city's annual budget, however, it had to 
de~onstrate that resources were used appropriately. One means of 
domg so was to have trained fire department staff. 
!he relationships between the fire departments and their com-
munities. were fun?amentally different. Fire department A negotiated 
the ~erv1ces that it. woul? ~upply to Glencoe. Fire department A 
provided the mannmg withm the framework described to meet its 
contractual responsibilities. Fire department B had to respond to any 
request for service by Joplin. 
The departments' goals and objectives also differed. Those of 
fire department A were not as specific and technically oriented as 
those of fire department B. Fire department A's mission statement 
was t~ "provide ~h~ citizen~ of [Glencoe] a safe community to live and 
wor~ m by prov1dmg education, information, code enforcement, and 
quality cost-effective emergency services." In support of the mission 
statement, fire department A had six strategic goals: 
• To improve employee morale as much as possible by innovative 
management techniques. 
• To eval~ate and. increase the skills of all personnel. 
• To contmue to improve and develop managerial skills. 
• To imp~ove and i.ntegrate reserve and support programs. 
• To ~ontmue and improve strong city-fire department relations. 
• To improve the community's awareness. 
The missioi: statement a~d goals were posted in the corporation's 
offices and m the fire stations. They were also disseminated at em-
ployee. orientations. Along with the company's goals and plans, the 
operations plan had six more detailed action plans and nine tactical 
plans. 
The "Program of Services" portion of the City of Joplin budget 
plan detailed program goals for fire department B: 
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To provide 24-hour-a-day emergency medical service and prot~ction against 
fire deaths, personal injury and damage to property by analyzing hazardous 
conditions, by determining the causes of incidents that have occurred, and 
by evaluating losses, so that patterns of threat are known and preplanned to 
allocate personnel and equipment quickly and powerfully. 
The goals were listed for the five major activi~y areas-:-.fire pro-
tection, emergency medical services, fire prevention, tra~m~g, and 
hazardous-material control. Forty-seven ma1or program ob1ect1ves for 
the activity areas were also listed. Examples of program objectives 
are: 
• To prevent obsolescence of fire apparatus. and equii:>ment ~eet. 
• To build in fire protection with automatic fire sprmklers m all 
fire stations. 
• To monitor and modify the preventive-maintenance schedule. 
The goals and objectives evolved from year to year. ~hen a n~w 
service was required or a higher priority was determmed, the hst 
would be modified. 
Differences between the departments in specific goals and objec-
tives appear to relate to the different relationships they had with the 
cities. Fire department A's goals and objectives '"'.ere structured. to 
allow the flexibility not only to provide cost-effective fire protection 
but also to demonstrate to the community continually that the organi-
zation was doing so. Fire department B's goals and objectives were 
structured to provide specific indexes that the community's resources 
were being appropriately used. 
Both organizations cared about efficiency. For fire depart~ent 
A, efficiency was a way of ensuring that the contract would contmue 
and of generating a positive bottom line. Also, i.f fire departm~nt A 
did not operate efficiently, the parent corporation co~ld dec1~e to 
invest its money in another business. The corporate vice preside?t 
said that profit was of prime importance. Efficiency was fostered m 
ways such as budget reviews, reward and incentive pr~rams, exten-
sive cross-training of personnel, and temporary fire stations. Probably 
the best example of fire department A's emphasis on efficiency is that 
it used a modified two-platoon system. 5 Fire department B used the 
more traditional three-platoon system. The modified two-platoon sys-
tem allowed fire department A to operate with 20% fewer personnel 
than if it had used a three-platoon system. Fire department A's fire-
fighters worked more hours per year, however, than fire department 
B's. 
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Efficiency was also important to fire department B, which faced 
b?th limited resources and the need to provide increasing services. 
Fire department B's manpower had not increased since 1973, but the 
community's population had increased by 50%, and the number of 
response calls by 5 50%. As additional responsibilities arose, they were 
add~d to cur~ent duties. In response to the need for more emergency 
med.ical ser~ice, the department had recently adjusted its program of 
services to include advanced lifesaving service. The department had 
also enlarge~ its hazardous-material efforts and its training in response 
to community demands. The station chief, commenting on the extra 
responsibi~!ties, s~id, "There is not as much brass polishing going on 
any ~ore, meaning that the re~ources were needed for operational 
requirements rather than cosmetic or nonessential activities. 
. Fire department B had been able to keep its level of service 
satisfacto.ry by ~urthe.r training its ~rsonnel to improve productivity. 
The station chief said that the city was now in a quality-versus-
quantity trade-off, but if it wanted an increase in service without 
an increase in personnel, the quality of service would suffer. He 
commented, "Uoplin] is resigned to the fact that their service will 
start to suffer, even though you won't hear a public official say it." 
The two fire departments defined their customer bases differ-
ently. Th.ey al.so interacte~ with the communities differently. Cus-
tomer satisfaction was an. important element in fire department A's 
strategy. It defined its customer as the community resident and used 
customer satisfaction as a proxy to measure success, surveying cus-
~o~ers regularly .. ~~e department's written policies were emphatic: 
It is the respon~ibihty of every employee to exploit opportunities to 
enhance good will and public relations." The station chief said, "We 
always remember: the customer pays the bills." Fire department A 
ap~eare~ to take actions that cost it money just to improve customer 
satisfaction, such as participating in local parades or posting idle emer-
gency equipment at local sporting events. 
~ire depa~tment .A funded a public relations program (it had a 
!ull-time pubhc relations person on staff), which it considered an 
i~portant tool in promoting a positive image to the city, its residents, 
and the department's employees. If the city and its residents had a 
fav?rable opinion of fire department A, the interviewees said, they 
believed the department had a better chance of getting the contract 
renewed. 
Fire department B defined its customer as the entire community 
and attempted to demonstrate to the community's elected representa-
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tives (the city council) that the department was providing professional 
fire protection. 
Fire department B did not have a public relations program, and 
no funds in the budget for such activities. A manager said that the 
department did not try to improve its im.age in th~ c?~munity _(to 
influence the funding level}, because the city council disliked havmg 
departments bring external pressure on it. The o~ly community ac~iv­
ities supported were those in the co~rse of business (~re-pre~ention 
activities, school presentations, station tours, and presentations . to 
organizations). Fire department B had no fo~mal means of .determin-
ing how it was being perceived by the pubhc or whether its pe~for­
mance conformed to public expectations. Feedback was not actively 
solicited, but it did make an attempt to correct situations brought to 
its attention. 
Budgeting was done differently in the two organizations. Corpo-
ration A used top-down, zero-based budgeting; it had a formal budget 
process and issued written instructions to fire department A. Depart-
ment A was required to give Glencoe its budget and cost data. After 
Glencoe and fire department staff informally agreed on a fire depart-
ment budget, it was processed through the city's syste?1 like th~ 
city's other departmental budgets and presented to the city council 
for approval. 
Corporation A held monthly budget reviews that started at a 
level above the stationhouse and went up through the corporate level. 
Year-to-date variances, by amount and percentage, were presented 
and discussed. Staff analyzed the variances and alerted management 
to problems. The corporate vice president explained that every line-
item variance was studied in detail. He said, "This is how we learn 
where our losers are." 
Fire department B's budget formulation was essentially ~one by 
the fire chief. Each division submitted a wish list to the chief, but 
according to the assistant fire chief, no written instr~ctions were given 
to the divisions for the budget process. The chief made the final 
budget request based on goals and objectives he had identified. The 
chief then presented the budget to Joplin's city manager and budget 
director. The city council evaluated the budget along with those. of 
the other city departments. Once given his budget figure b~ J?ph~, 
the fire chief worked with his divisions to fit their wants within his 
priorities and the dollars available. . . 
The assistant fire chief for fire department B mdicated that no 
formal budget reviews or updates occurred. He said, "The process is 
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computerized to allow for easy tracking of expenditures and variances, 
but no formal reports are produced." Fire department B staff did 
monitor the variances to ensure that it was staying within budgetary 
limits. All revenues came from the city's general fund, and only 2% 
was spent on capital outlays. The chief had discretion to move 
noncapital-project money within the department. 
Discussion. Our purpose in studying these two fire departments 
was to investigate whether differences in the control of resources 
varied relative to elements in the transformation processes. The con-
trol of activities close to the organization's core transformation process 
(such as learning firefighting techniques) showed greater similarity 
between the two organizations than did peripheral elements (such as 
budgeting and public relations). This result is consistent with argu-
ments presented previously. 
State requirements specified the amount and frequency of train-
ing, and the two formal training programs for the firefighters were 
similar. The fire departments both emphasized technical training and 
managed the training similarly. Both sought an efficient way of 
achieving the specific training goals. Even though both organizations 
ha~ ~fficient and well-documented programs to ensure appropriate 
trammg, however, the uses of the training programs in more periph-
eral activities differed: for .fire department A, the program was an 
efficiency mechanism; for fire department B, it was a legitimizing 
mechanism. Notice that "efficiency," in turn, was a means for fire 
department A to legitimize itself. 
As a profit-making organization in a fundamentally nonprofit 
industry, an important activity for fire department A was demonstrat-
ing its legitimacy continually. The efforts to do so had two major 
goals: 
1. To demonstrate that high-quality fire service could be provided 
at a lower cost than could be provided by a nonprofit fire de-
partment. 
2. To be a visible part of the community by such actions as partici-
pat_in_g_ in parades and placing idle equipment at community 
activities. 
Fire department A's resources were directed to both promoting and 
demonstrating that the department was efficient. Resources were di-
rected to keep public awareness of fire department A high with the 
members of the community (the voters). The budget process sup-
ported the efficiency focus. Fire depa~m~nt _A positioned itself so 
that efficiency was the focus of the legitimization process. 
Fire department B was an integral part of the city government. 
Its resources were directed at maintaining the status quo in its funding 
relationship with the city. The manager's goal was to maintain fun~­
ing through the city council. This approach carried through to its 
relations with the community and the internal budget process. 
General characteristics of the departments' processes discussed 
were consistent with the argument presented previously. Fire depart-
ment A's legitimacy came from being efficient; fire department B's 
legitimacy came from demonstrating to the city council that it was 
providing service and following the city council's protocols. Fire de-
partment A's control systems were oriented to developing e~ficiency 
and promoting it; fire department B's co?tr~l systems p~ovided d~­
tailed performance-oriented goals and objectives to the city and did 
not actively cultivate residents' support. 
Concluding Remarks 
This study was designed to help develop our understanding 
of how resources are controlled in organizations with ill-defined tech-
nology and output. Departing from research that found differences 
at the institutional level (e.g., Ansari and Euske, 1987; Boland and 
Pondy, 1983; Burchell et al., 1980; Covaleski and Dirsmith, 1988), 
this study was focused on internal ope~ation_s. Three aspects _of ~he 
organizations were analyzed: profit orientation of the orgamzation 
(profit or nonprofit), sources of funding (single or multipl_e), and prox-
imity of activities to the organization's core transf~r~atl?n proces_s. 
The first finding is that the profit-nonprofit dist111:ct10n, fm_1dmg 
source and the ill-defined technology and output (child care) inter-
acted to affect the controls. Different funding sources added a layer 
of complexity in the control of activities. Use and formality of budget 
and capacity utilization varied among the child care centers. All used 
the budget as an internal management tool to some degree. The profit 
child-care centers had a more internal focus for the budget; the budget 
was prepared as an internal management tool. The nonprofit child-
care centers had a more external focus for the budget; the budgets 
were prepared to meet legal or organizational requirements. The 
block-funded child care centers tended to have more formal budget 
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processes than the client-funded centers. Finally, the child care cen-
ters that were receiving only subsidized facilities from their sponsor-
ing organization ran at less than full capacity. All other centers, re-
gardless of funding source or profit orientation, operated at maximum 
capacity. 
Se~o.n?, we f?und differences in practices and control in periph-
eral activities earned out by the fire departments. Budgeting and use 
of public relati~ns ?iffered in the two fire departments. Budgeting in 
the profit orgamzatton was more formal, supporting the organization's 
external efficiency focus . Budgeting in the nonprofit organization was 
more informal, geared to maintaining receipt of a "fair share" of the 
community's budget. Likewise, the public relations function was de-
fined as the key for the profit fire department but not for the nonprofit 
fire department. These differences contrasted to the similar controls 
used for core processes (such as manning levels and skill training) of 
the fire departments. 
The third finding is that, when the technology and output were 
relatively better defined (in fire departments rather than child care 
centers), the control practices used to monitor activities close to the 
core transformation process were essentially the same. The fire de-
partments identified fire protection as their primary mission and con-
trolled resources similarly. In child care, where technology and out-
put were less well defined, differences appeared. Quality of care 
represented fundamentally different concepts among the centers. The 
differences in defining quality of care can be viewed as weighting 
performance attributes differently because of different market seg-
ments . An important fact is that the expression "quality child care" 
is ambiguous, apparently leading to diverse controls and use of re-
sources. Notice that the focus is on differences between the industries 
based on technology and output. ' 
Alth~ugh the. organizations did exhibit differences, they did not 
look ~s ~ifferent mternally as they did from outside (e.g., all the 
organizations used the budget for internal management-only the 
degree of use varied; both fire departments sought efficiency). These 
results are generally consistent with previous research (Ansari and 
Eus~e, 1987; Boland and Pondy, 1983; Covaleski and Dirsmith, 1983; 
Macmtos~ et al., undated). Control systems may have multiple roles, 
but the differences in the systems may be greater for external than 
internal matters. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) suggest that the con-
trols are a way for the organization to demonstrate compatibility with 
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the environment. Within limits, however, each organization put some 
energy into thinking about efficiency. 
The study does raise questions about the performance measures 
used in determining incentive compensation. For instance, how much 
do subsidies (such as facilities for the child care centers) influence the 
resources that can be evaluated from an efficiency perspective? If 
efficiency is used as a basis for evaluating and rewarding manag~rial 
behavior, the resources included must be carefully defined. Efficient 
use of the facilities could be detrimental to the organization's long-run 
success. The issue here is not the manager's control of resources but 
rather excluding a controllable resource from the measurement base. 
More generally, in these organizations, efficiency as a measure of 
performance should be tempered by other factors. 
In this chapter, we describe and illustrate how funding structu.re 
and the relative ambiguity of technology relate to control characteris-
tics in a few organizations. The results and analysis are an attempt 
to provide empirical evidence of the differences. in control stru~tu.res 
among these organizations. Future research might focus on similar 
industries, use a representative sample, choose measures that are more 
amenable to statistical analysis, and produce results that are more 
generalizable. 
NOTES 
I. Adopting the position presented by Anthony and Young (1984, p. 35), we use "non-
profit" here rather than "not-for-profit." 
2. This inductive approach is justified because of the dearth of theory that adequately 
explains how control systems function in these organizations. In most c~ses too'. theory has not 
been adequately tested empirically or refined . Hence, ~ne purf>c:'s~ of this st~dy ts to test theory 
empirically and to provide the basis for future deducme, em~mc~l analysts. . . 
3. The original design of the study included tw~ .org~mzauons from a third mdus~ry­
information services. Access and subsequent comparab1hty issues, however, prm·ed that infor-
mation to be of questionable value. 
4. The names of the communities are disguised . 
5. A platoon is the crew necessary to staff the fire department for a shift. 
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APPENDIX A 
Interview Protocol 
What are the organization's present goals? . 
How have your organization's goals changed over tune? 
What are the organization's strategies for achieving its goals? 
Explain how the implementation of strategies is monitored. 
Does the organization have standard operating procedures (SOPs)? 
What steps do you take to implement them? 
Explain how the organization determines how many people or how 
much equipment it requires to provide its services. . 
Starting from the final approval of the budget, describe how you 
developed the last budget. Are there written budget instructions? 
How often is the budget reviewed? . 
What kind of budget updates are there? How often are they provided? 
What is the organization's primary source of revenue? What are the 
other sources? Get percentages for each. 
What have been the most successful techniques to improve income 
or funding? 
Who are the organization's major clients or markets? 
How does the organization identify the needs of .potentia.l client~? 
Describe how the organization establishes the pnce~s) of 1t~ ser~1ce~. 
How does the organization measure customer or client satisfaction .. 
How is the customer-satisfaction information used by the organi-
zation? 
Does your organization have a formal, internal organizational 
performance-assessment program? Q~ality-c~ntr?l program? . 
What actions have you taken (also ask if organization has taken action) 
based on the results of the last assessment? 
How do you ensure that quality of service is maintained? 
Do you think your quality control [performance-assessment program] 
is unique in any way? 
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When you hired the last person for your staff, what were the factors 
that you thought most important for the decision? 
Think about the last employee evaluation you conducted. Starting 
with the final step, describe the process. 
How do you ensure that a candidate · meets the requirements for ad-
vancement? 
What importance do professional certification and formal education 
hold in forming an opinion about a current or prospective member of 
your staff? [Mention legal requirements.] , 
Does the organization have written position descriptions? 
Does the organization encourage employees to pursue further educa-
tion or training? 
Does the organization provide sponsorship for employees' education? 
How many individuals participate in the organization's educational 
program? 
How are new employees introduced to the organization? 
What image does your organization attempt to present to the public? 
How does the organization attempt to get this image across? 
What department within the organization has responsibility for this 
effort? Is it a separately budgeted activity? [Does the organization 
have a separate budget for this activity?] 
How many resources, dollars and otherwise, does the organization 
put into its advertising efforts? PR efforts? 
What amounts or types of expenditure require approval by the board 
of directors [or next higher level]? 
How often do you talk to the board [next higher level] about issues? 
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A 
Persons interviewed (by position) 
Owner 
Director 














Fire department A 
Fire department B 




Assistant fire chief 
Station chief 
APPENDIXC 
Archival Data Reviewed 
Child Care Centers 
Child Care Center A 
State Child Day Care General Licensing Requirements 
Center A: General-Information Brochure 
Center A: Control Card 
Center A: Application for Employment 
Center A: Accident Report Form 
Center A: Daily Sign-in/Sign-out Record Sheet 
Center A: Preschool Enrollment Package 
Center A: State Immunization Record 
Center A: Preschool Brochure 
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Center A: Job Description: Director, Assistant Director, Aide 
Center A: Guidelines for Discipline of Staff, Children 
Center A: State Child-Abuse Index Check 
Child Care Center B 
State Child Day Care General Licensing Requirements 
Pamphlet: "What Is Montessori?" (Information Brochure) 
Pamphlet: "A Parent's Guide to Understanding Sexual Abuse" 
(Information Brochure) 
"Montessori Operations Handbook" 
Center B: Parent's Handbook 
Center B: Administrative Handbook 
Center B: Financial Records; containing: 
Payment records 
Checking-account records 
Financial statements (with accountant's cover letter) 
Payroll records 
Tax information 
Center B: Enrollment Application 
Center B: Statement of Parental Rights 
Center B: Statement of Personal Rights 
State Forms: Health History, Emergency Contact; Immunization 
Record; Physician's Report 
Child Care Center C 
State Child Day Care General Licensing Requirements 
Center C: General Information Brochure 
Center C: Contract of Employment 
Center C: Application for Enrollment 
Center C: Sample Budget 
Center C: State Facility Review Sheet, Day Care Centers 
Center C: Formal Job Description for the Director or Teacher, 
drafted by the Child Care Committee 
Center C: Informal Job Description for the Teacher, drafted by the 
Director 
Child Care Center D 
State Child Day Care General Licensing Requirements 
Manual of Administration of Christian Pre-Schools 
Center D: Parent's Handbook 
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Center D: Employment Application Form 
Center D: "Suggested Questions" (to be asked during employment 
interviews) 
Center D: Teacher Evaluation Form 
Center D: Enrollment Application Form 
Center D: Family "Background Information" Form (for newly 
enrolled children) 
Center D: Statement of Personal Rights 
Center D: Emergency Care Information Form 
Center D: Tuition Scale 
Center D: 1988-1989 Budget 
Church Board Minutes from Former Center D Pre-School Board 
1987-1988 "Goals and Objectives" for one of Center D's teachers 
State Forms: Health History; Emergency Contact; Immunization 
Record; Physician's Report 
Child Care Center E 
Child Care Conference Agenda 
Center E: Bylaws 
Center E: Staff Manual 
Center E: Staff Meeting Agenda 
Center E: Sample Employee Evaluation 
Center E: Initial Employee Conference Form 
Center E: Financial Records (dated 31 May 1989), including: 
1989 budget 
Balance sheet 
Budget versus actual-income statement 
Center E: Board of Directors' Meeting Agenda 
Center E: Introductory Brochure 
Center E: Parent's Handbook 
Center E: New-Employee Welcome Letter 
Center E: Tuition-Rate Schedule 
Center E: Tuition-Information Package 
Community Publication on Child Care Options for Employers and 
Employees 
Newspaper Article on Center E 
Article from Center E's Corporate Sponsor 
Child Care Center F 
NAEYC Day Care Center Certification Checklist 
Center F: Parent's Handbook 
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Center F: New-Employee Checklist 
Center F: Employee Work Performance Evaluation 
Center F: Financial Records, including: 
Income statement 
Budget summary 
Center F: Child-Caregiver Position Description 
Center F: Employee Handbook 
Host Agency Employee Handbook 
Go'\'ernment Employee Supplemental Evaluation Form 
Host Agency Instruction "Operation of Child Development Center" 
Host Agency Organization Chart 
Child Care Center G 
State Child-Care Quality-Review Instrument 
Center G: Employee Roster 
State-Teacher's-Union Contract 
School-District Personnel Evaluation Procedures 
School-District Personnel Evaluation Review Form 
Supervisor's Evaluation of Site Director, dated 15 April 1989 
Site Director's Goals and Objectives for 1989 
School-District Budget Information 
Center G: Parent's Newsletter 
Child Care Center H 
Center H: Policy Handbook for Parents 
Center H: Organization Chart 
Center H: Personnel Handbook 
Center H: Employee-Evaluation Form 
Center H: Alternative-Payment Program Handbook 
Fire Departments 
Fire Department A 
Corporation A: Strategic Plan 1, November 1988 
Corporation A: Supervisor's Guide to Policies 
Operational Plan 1989-1990, City of Glencoe Fire Prevention/ 
Fire Operations 
Corporation A: Expanded President's I.D.E.A. Program, January 
1989 
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Corporation A: Pay Structure 
Corporation A: Achievement-Evaluation Program Manual 
Corporation A: White Paper on Fire Department A, March 1989 
Organization Charts for Corporation A (including Fire Depart-
ment A) 
Corporation A's Service Awards Program 
Fire Department B 
City of Joplin Affirmative-Action Plan, 1988 
City of Joplin, Program of Services, 1987-1988 
Personnel Manual, City of Joplin, 1 February 1988 
Fire Department B: Statistics 
Fire Department B: 1988-1989 Accomplishments 
Fire Department B: Work Force list 
Fire Department B's Management Practices, 17 April 1989 
City of Joplin, Employee Performance Program (5) 
Fire Department B's Operations Manual 
